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Overview
In the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic most agricommodity 
prices took a hit. By the end of May 2020 more than 90 
countries had introduced or announced fiscal rescue packages 
totalling more than $10 trillion. The rescue packages are 
struggling against the realities (and fears of) the disease. 
How has cotton fared? Lihan Wei of the International Cotton 
Advisory Committee (ICAC) says: “Without recovery from the 
pandemic, without economies becoming more stable, without 
businesses being able safely to open up again, it’s going to be 
difficult to envision a swift recovery [in demand].” Yet Covid-19 
has not permanently or structurally has not affected the cotton 
industry – the fundamentals of the cotton trade remain in 
place. It is how Covid-19 has changed, or is going to change, 
other areas of life that will make the biggest impact.

Cotton occupies a special, quasi-industrial place in the 
agricommodity spectrum. It’s produced in more than 80 
countries, 90% in the northern hemisphere. It is massively 
traded; according to the Food and Agricultural Organization 
(FAO) as much as 37% of world cotton production was 
exported in the 2018-19 marketing year.2 Everyone in the 
cotton world pays attention to the price. The benchmark for 
investors is the front-month contract on ICE, which traded 
around 70 cents per pound in January this year, slipped to 
48 cents per pound in April and has weakly recovered, to just 
below 60 cents per pounds by 24 July. It’s a far cry from the 
heady days of 2011, when the same contract went above 
215 cents per pound in March. Meanwhile the price difference 
between polyester (cotton’s main non-natural fibre competitor) 
and cotton narrowed considerably, from 34.05 cents per 
pound in January to 24.53 cents per pound in May this year. 
According to the FAO on average “cotton prices were only 5% 
above polyester staple fibre prices between 1972 and 2009” 
but since 2009 “cotton prices have been on average almost 
40% above the polyester price.”3 

Covid-19 – or rather the government-imposed restrictions 
on movement imposed to contain its spread – has 
reversed two decades of economic growth. The economic 
consequences have been and will continue to be severe. 
In June the International Monetary Fund (IMF) forecast a 
drop of almost 5% in world output this year, although it also 
projected growth of 5.4% for 2021. World trade, it said, will 
fall by almost 13% in 2020, but recover to 8% next year.4 
The International Labour Organization (ILO) considers three 
scenarios for exiting the current crisis: baseline, a pessimistic, 
and an optimistic scenario. Even the most optimistic assumes 
a working-hour loss by the end of 2020 equivalent to 1.2% 

lower than the fourth quarter of 2019. The fastest recovery, it 
speculates, would be in Africa and the slowest would be in the 
Americas, where it forecasts a very wide range – 3% to 16% 
of total working-hour loss by the end of the fourth quarter of 
2020.5 Trade has taken a pummelling too. The World Trade 
Organization (WTO) forecast in April that global trade volumes 
are this year expected to fall by 13-32% - the wide range 
reflecting the degree of uncertainty over Covid-19’s impact.

These forecasts were, however, made smack in the middle 
of the Covid-19 pandemic and by definition were deeply 
uncertain – trade volume could fall in 2020 by between 
12.9% and 31.9%, said the IMF. Cotton, primarily used 
in the manufacture of textiles and apparel, has seen the 
consumers of its main end-products restricted by lockdowns, 
social distancing, quarantines and other measures. The 
enormous range of cotton-based apparel and textiles, from 
the expensively luxurious to the cheapest mass-marketed 
items, exists in a global marketplace. The repercussions of 
actions taken to inhibit the spread of Covid-19 have been felt 
all along cotton’s extensive supply chain, from cotton farming 
to retailing of clothing and textiles. Until this most recent 
slamming-on of the demand brakes, apparel and textile 
exports have consistently risen in line with general economic 
growth and stronger consumer demand in the developed 
nations, particularly since the 2005 end of the Multifibre 
Arrangement (MFA). The MFA was established in 1974. It 
imposed quotas on the amount of textiles and garments 
which developing countries could export to developed 
countries. The end of this quota system inevitably brought 
increased competition among the major apparel producers 
such as China, the European Union (primarily Germany), 
Bangladesh, Vietnam and India, who together account for 
more than 70% of world exports6. 

Retailers of textiles and apparel – those whose businesses 
survive – are busily trying to adjust to a range of ‘new normal’ 
Covid-induced lifestyle changes. The social and economic 
disruptions have been huge – in Bangladesh for example, 
the world’s second-biggest apparel manufacturer (after 
China) more than 1 million garment workers (25% of the 
total) were either fired or temporarily suspended from their 
jobs as a result of cancellations of orders in the wake of the 
pandemic.7 Bangladesh could this year lose as much as a 
sixth of its total annual export revenue as a result, leading to 
further impoverishment in a country where more than a fifth 
of the people already exist below the national poverty line.8  
Comparable woes are being felt in many parts of Asia, the 

1The author gives grateful thanks to the ICAC for its cooperation in the preparation of this report.
2http://www.agri-outlook.org/commodities/Cotton.pdf
3http://www.agri-outlook.org/commodities/Cotton.pdf
4http://sdg.iisd.org/news/imf-finds-deeper-covid-impacts-than-previously-projected-wto-forecasts-trade-rebound-in-2021/
5https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/@dgreports/@dcomm/documents/briefingnote/wcms_749399.pdf
6https://shenglufashion.com/2019/08/16/wto-reports-world-textile-and-apparel-trade-in-2018/
7http://www.workersrights.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Abandoned-Penn-State-WRC-Report-March-27-2020.pdf
8https://www.adb.org/countries/bangladesh/poverty#:~:text=In%20Bangladesh%2C%20the%20population%20living,2016%20to%209.2%25%20in%202019.
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region that has become the world’s biggest cotton consumer 
and exporter of cotton clothing and textiles. In 2009 following 
the global financial crisis the value of world apparel exports 
dropped by almost 13%, but quickly recovered the following 
year.  The impact of the current global recession will be worse 
than that which followed 2008.

Apparel purchases are influenced by season (winter versus 
summer, changing fashions), the product’s perceived degree 
of luxury, the availability of substitutes, and prices.9 The main 
drivers for cotton demand are population growth, per capita 
income, gross domestic product, and prices. The three biggest 
consuming markets for textiles and apparel are the US, the 
European Union, and Japan. However in 2019 the global 
production of artificial fibres totalled an estimated 69m tonnes, 
more than double that of cotton.10  Garment production is 
a fiercely competitive business: in China in 2019 the cost 
of production of a cotton tee-shirt was $1.79, with labour 
accounting for $0.18 and the profit just $0.29.11 

Locked-down shoppers have turned to on-line spending; 
but textiles and apparel have not so far been the big winners 
here – that’s groceries. According to the US Department of 
Commerce the value of US clothing and clothing accessories’ 
sales dropped by 50.5% in March 2020 compared with a year 
earlier.13 Yet as high street shopping has contracted, on-line 
has expanded. In the UK the on-line retail index compiled by 
IMRG and Capgemini shows that overall retail sales surged by 
almost 34% in June this year compared to June 2019. 

In the UK, the fashion retailer Next has had a very volatile 
first half of the year, a typical experience for many in the sector. 
Next said on 29 July that it now expects to show a profit in 
2020, when it had previously warned it would only break even. 
Its improvement has been helped by a 9% sales growth in the 
second quarter of 2020.14 The independent UK-based Centre for 
Retail Research, which studies retail change in the UK, Europe 
and North America, in its latest analysis, forecasts that on-line 
retail sales in the UK in 2020 could grow by more than 16% 
“though it could be much higher” it says, while sales in bricks-
and-mortar shops will fall by more than 19%, year-on-year.15  

According to IMRG, on-line sales of womenswear and 
menswear fell by 15.1% and 10.7% respectively in June.16  
Globally, mill-use during 2019-20 has declined by 12% (year-
on-year) according to figures from the International Cotton 
Advisory Committee (ICAC), to 22.9m tonnes. This sharp drop 
only partly reflects the decreased consumption of cotton due 
to the impact of Covid-19.

Kai Hughes, executive director of the ICAC, points out that 
“we are all wearing more casual stuff. There will be new ways 
of selling apparel and innovations around that. Will we all go 
back to working five days in the office? ICAC is looking at 
different ways to use cotton – such as different by-products 
for cotton. Innovation often comes from disruption. I’m positive 
that the current crisis gets us to think of cotton in a different 
way, because we have to increase demand.” Everything from 
cosmetics, through sausage skins, to pyrotechnics “a list about 
a mile long” says Mr Hughes, is being looked at by ICAC. The 

9https://digitalcommons.macalester.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1049&context=economics_honors_projects
10https://dnfi.org/abaca/40-million-households-produce-natural-fibres_22590/
11https://i4.aroq.com/pdf/2019-02-22-14-58-resourcechinacountryprofile.pdf
12https://cleanclothes.org/
13https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/15/business/economy/coronavirus-retail-sales.html
14https://www.ft.com/content/4e7c12c7-f693-459e-8a40-ef380f3808f8
15https://www.retailresearch.org/about-us.html
16https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2020/07/online-retail-sales-continues-to-boom-despite-lockdown-exit/

According to one 2019 analysis of 20 leading clothing 
brands, 19 of them could show “no evidence of a living wage 
being paid to any workers”.12  

Apparel, footwear and travel goods exports
(2018, in billions of dollars)

*2017
Source: UN Comtrade, BGMEA
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main issue facing the global cotton supply chain – other than 
how the global recession will end – is how far is the demand 
destruction a temporary, rather than a structural phenomenon? 
Is cotton demand going to be permanently altered as a result 
of changing lifestyle habits by, for example increased home-
working and therefore greater use of casual-wear clothing?

The big demand drop so far this year is affecting all fibres, 
“not just cotton or natural fibres” says Lorena Ruiz of ICAC. 
The slow demand for cotton needs to be placed in a longer 
context, she adds: “If you look at cotton consumption in 1960 
was around 10m tonnes; today it’s about 23m tonnes. The 
most recent peak demand was in 2008, when it was about 
27m tonnes.” Will we see that peak again? Ms Ruiz has no 
doubt: “Definitely. The [annual global] demand for fibres right 
now is a little more than 100m tonnes; cotton is about 26% of 
that. The question is rather ‘can we produce more to satisfy 
that demand?’”

The consequences of the price collapse are devastating for 
the estimated 29m households around the world, particularly 
those in poorer nations, which depend on cotton production 
for their livelihoods.  In the world’s 10th biggest producer, Mali, 
the 2020-21 cotton harvest (where sowing started in mid-May) 
could drop by as much as 40%, to around 400,000 tonnes, 
according to the country’s cotton producers’ confederation; 

the seed cotton purchase price there has been cut to 200 
CFA francs (about $0.35) per kilogramme from 275 CFA francs 
last season and farmers are abandoning the crop in favour of 
possible higher returns elsewhere.17  Around 1.4m Malians are 
employed in cotton production, about 7% of the population.18  
Stocks of cotton have been building up throughout the 
smaller producers in Africa19, an overhang resulting from the 
generalised economic slowdown.

It’s not just price
Price, however, is a very complex matter for cotton producers. 
Cotton prices reached their historic peak of 215 cents per 
pound (ICE, front-month contract) in the 2010-11 marketing 
year. How much does cotton rely on a reasonable price to 
induce farmers to plant – and what might that ‘reasonable’ be? 

The cost of production, the yield, profit margins – all differ 
from country to country and farm to farm. A price of 200 
cents per pound when the yield is very low and the cost of 
production is very high may still be too low to incentivise a 
particular farmer. Among African producers the production of 
raw commodities (such as cotton) has been emphasised at the 
expense of developing value-added processing industries. 

Ethiopia and some other African producers are already 
embarked on trying to add-value to their cotton farming. For 
minor cotton-producing countries the outlook has, post-Covid-19, 
become bleaker, unless they can add value to their raw product.

17https://af.reuters.com/article/maliNews/idAFL8N2EH39O
18https://dnfi.org/abaca/40-million-houlds-produce-natural-fibres_22590/
19http://www.commodafrica.com/24-06-2020-le-marche-du-coton-peut-il-se-redresser-apres-le-choc-violent-de-la-covid-19-sur-la

Estimated global cotton mill-use 
(million 480 pound bales) for 2019-20

Source: Agrimoney
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Major producers
India
India’s 9.8 million cotton farmers – mainly smallholders working 
an average 1.2 hectares – account for about 30% of the global 
area sown to cotton. A large government minimum support price 
(MSP) procurement programme has helped encourage Indian 
farmers to plant 11.8m hectares for the 2020-21 season – the 
highest in recent years. This year the monsoon is better than 
average and is benefitting all kharif (crops sown at the start of the 
summer rains) crops, cotton included. India’s kharif farmers are 
highly price sensitive and can alternate with other crops such as 
corn, jowar, ragi, sesamum, castor, groundnut and vegetables. 

The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) forecast in March this 
year that India’s cotton production in 2020-21 (the harvest typically 
starts in October) will fall by almost 2% year-on-year to 28.78 million 
480-pound bales although thanks to the good monsoon yields will 
improve. India’s domestic use will decline by 6% to 22 million bales, 
said the USDA, and exports will rise to 3.5 million bales. India’s 
2020-21 carryover stocks will be more than 14m bales according 
to USDA estimates, which consider the 2020-21 marketing year will 
see cotton mill use to be 23 million bales.

One issue for Indian cotton is the commercialisation of 
genetically modified Bt (Bacillus thuringiensis) cotton, which 
produces insecticides against a wide variety of pests, since 2002. 
Bt traits are intended to curtail losses to insect predation rather 
than to increase yield potential, but since insect attacks are so 
persistent, this could obviously result in higher yields than what 
would have been obtained with conventional seed. Bt cotton has 
reduced the need for insecticide spraying and thus helped bio-
diversity, and now accounts for more than 95% of India’s cotton. 
But although Bt cotton has gained an irreversible grip on the 
Indian cotton sector, it has been dogged by controversy.20 Burkina 
Faso, in Africa, banned genetically modified cotton in 2016 
because of deterioration in the quality of fibres.21 

China
As with so many commodities, China has a dominant role in the 
world, contributing some 23% of cotton production, narrowly 
second to that of India, which has around 24.5%.22  China not 
only produces a lot of cotton – it also imports and consumes a 
lot. Yet China presents a puzzle when it comes to cotton (at least). 
In July this year the USDA published a report which said China’s 
cotton trade “has shown little correlation between its imports and 
its supply gap over the last decade”.23 Cotton mill use in China 
in the 2020-21 marketing year, according to the USDA, will be 
37 million bales, 12% higher year-on-year, and about 10 million 

more bales than it produces. A lot of the imported cotton goes 
into state reserves, which since 2001 (when China joined the 
World Trade Organization) has bought and sold nearly 200 million 
bales. As of today it appears that China has achieved a stock 
level it is comfortable with; ICAC believes that China is currently 
trying to maintain, rather than add to, that stock level. China has 
recently started auctioning cotton from its stockpiles, in batches 
of 10,000 tonnes per day. Raw cotton which is stored for longer 
than around a year starts to degrade; so China needs continually 
to refresh state reserves.24 

China is also the world’s biggest manufacturer, exporter and 
consumer of textiles and clothing, with around 36% (in 2019) 
of global garment exports, produced from around 20,000 
factories. During the 2019-20 marketing year ICAC calculates 
China’s mill-use has fallen by 16% (year-on-year) to 7m tonnes. 
At the end of June the country said its total national cotton 
inventory was about 3.24m tonnes,25 14.17% lower than the 
previous month and 3% lower year-on-year. The China Cotton 
Association said in July that for the 2019-20 marketing year, 
beginning stocks were 807.51m tonnes, production was 
590.57m tonnes, imports were 154m tonnes, consumption 
was 765m tonnes and ending stocks were 784.08m tonnes.26 

China is also a major producer of purified terephalic acid, the 
raw material used to manufacture polyester. The area in China 
sown to cotton is about 30% of the total area sown to all cash 
crops. According to the US foreign agricultural service’s (FAS) 
GAIN report of November 2019

 during the 2019-20 marketing year China’s cotton production 
was estimated to be 6m tonnes, down by 700,000 tonnes (1.2%) 
from the previous year. This is close to the estimate from the 
China Cotton Association (CCA) which put it at 6.09m tonnes. 
Biggest producing region by far is the Xinjiang Autonomous 
Region – home to the persecuted Uighur ethnic minority – where 
2019-20 production was likely to have been 5.23m tonnes, up 
1.7% year-on-year. According to the July 2020 report from the 
CCA the total output in the 2020-21 season will around 5.765m 
tonnes, 2.4% lower, on a drop of 4.15% of the area planted to 
cotton.

China’s domestic cotton price is generally higher than world 
prices, largely because of policy moves. What size of cotton 
reserves will China maintain; what policies will bear on the 
rotating of its reserve stockpile? These will have a strong 
bearing on international prices. Perhaps the most significant 
imponderable however is, how will the Phase One trade 
agreement with the US, signed in January 2020, pan out?28 

20https://www.grain.org/es/article/entries/582-bt-cotton-the-facts-behind-the-hype
21https://phys.org/news/2016-04-african-gm-cotton.html
22Meyer, Leslie A., Cotton and Wool Outlook, CWS-20g, U.S Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, July 14, 2020.
23https://apps.fas.usda.gov/psdonline/circulars/cotton.pdf
24https://www.textileworld.com/textile-world/fiber-world/2015/02/raw-cotton-destocking-could-bring-quality-issues-for-spinners/#:~:text=Even%20in%20an%20ideal%20
storage,occur%20after%20only%20six%20weeks.
25http://english.china-cotton.org/enewsshow.php?articleid=1323
26http://english.china-cotton.org/enewsshow.php?articleid=1323
27https://apps.fas.usda.gov/newgainapi/api/report/downloadreportbyfilename?filename=Cotton%20and%20Products%20Annual_Beijing_China%20-%20Peoples%20
Republic%20of_4-11-2019.pdf
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US
In the US, shops selling clothing have been the worst hit of all 
the retail sector – in April, sales fell by almost 79% while home 
furnishing (including textiles) dropped by almost 59% compared 
to March. US cotton farmers, like most of their peers in other 
countries, receive government support in the form of insurance 
against revenue declines and falls in yield, a price floor and 
subsidies to offset ginning costs. One cotton analyst accurately 
calls these mechanisms “mind-numbingly complicated”.29  

The outlook for the 2020-21 crop in the US is clouded by the 
on-going demand destruction, the tensions with China and 
uncertainties over the resilience of the trade deal; and signs that 
the US dollar is weakening against other major currencies. In 
its 30 June acreage report the USDA estimated that the area 
planted to cotton in 2020 was almost 4.59 million hectares, with 
production put at 19.5 million bales.30 This was further revised 
down, to 4.15 million hectares, and total production of 17.5 
million bales, in July.31 Then of course there are also weather 
conditions. We see good signs of La Niña conditions emerging 
– India’s monsoon this year is better than average, which is 
beneficial for kharif crops such as cotton but can also create 
drier-than-normal conditions in parts of the US; it has been quite 
dry in most of the US southern plains. Nevertheless, US ending 
stocks for 2020-21 are likely to be more than 6m bales.

Brazil
Brazil has been experiencing such a boom in cotton 
production that last year supplies of new cotton harvesters 

ran short.32 Brazil was one beneficiary of the US/China 
trade war, which saw China impose a 25% additional tax 
on US cotton imports. Abrapa, the Association of Brazilian 
Cotton Producers, claims the country “ranks first in rainfed 
productivity”.33  In April the USDA said Brazil’s cotton 
production in 2020-21 would rise marginally, by 500,000 bales 
to 13.5 million bales and that this “marginal expansion breaks 
sharply with explosive growth recorded by the sector in the last 
five years”. That previous explosive growth was largely due to 
investment in costly equipment which cannot be sustained, 
particularly in the context of economic retrenchment and 
greater competition from the USA for exports to China. Lower 
exports, lower domestic use, are expected, in the wake of 
the generalised economic slowdown. In June ICAC said that 
in some producing countries, such as Brazil, “a switch from 
cotton to more attractively priced corn, soybeans and grain is 
expected.”

Pakistan
Pakistan has fully embraced genetically modified (Bt) cotton – 
more than 95% of the 2.6 million hectares given over to cotton 
are Bt sown and are tended by as many as 1.7 million workers. 
The country produces around 1.4 to 2.4 million tonnes of cotton 
a year. Pakistan also sources almost a fifth of its comestible oil 
demand from cotton seed oil. As with other major producers, 
Pakistan’s cotton farmers benefit from annually-set state support 
prices which include in Pakistan electricity, seeds, inputs and 
irrigation, as well as subsidised loans at low interest rates.

28https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-02/U.S.-China%20Trade%20Deal%20Issue%20Brief.pdf#:~:text=On%20January%2015%2C%202020%2C%20
President,%E2%80%9CPhase%20One%E2%80%9D%20trade%20agreement.&text=2%20China%20also%20made%20new,foreign%20companies%20to%20transfer%20
technology.
29http://cottonanalytics.com/cotton-in-the-world-economy/
30https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/Todays_Reports/reports/acrg0620.pdf
31https://apps.fas.usda.gov/psdonline/circulars/cotton.pdf
32https://www.reuters.com/article/brazil-agriculture-farmshow-cotton/manufacturers-run-out-of-cotton-harvesters-for-brazil-for-2019-idUSL1N22F0NN
33https://www.abrapa.com.br/Paginas/Dados/Algod%C3%A3o%20no%20Brasil.aspx

Retail store sales by category
Percent change from March to April 2020. Total retail sales dropped by 16.4 percent.

Source: US Census Bureau
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Turkey
Turkey uses and produces cotton, and around 1.3 million 
people work in associated manufacturing, distribution and 
marketing sectors. For the 2020-21 marketing year the USDA 
estimates34  Turkey’s cotton production at 3 million bales, a 
drop of more than 13% year-on-year.35 Domestic consumption 
might reach 1.6 million tonnes, depending on the impact of 
Covid-19. 

The US remains the top supplier of cotton (45%), 141,430 
million tonnes exported to Turkey in the first six months of the 
2019-20 marketing year; cotton is imported at zero import 
duties, although US cotton is subject to a 3% ‘anti-dumping’ 
duty. Turkey’s Biosafety Law36 prevents the country’s cotton 
farmers from using genetically-modified seeds. 

The slide in Turkey’s currency, the Lira – which in May fell 
to its lowest level ever against the US dollar – have increased 
costs of production and pushed fertiliser prices up. While the 
Turkish government has spent more than $25 billion in the past 
three decades on a gigantic irrigation project – which when 
completed should irrigate 1.4 million hectares – cotton farmers 
are planting about 10,000 fewer hectares in 2020-21 year-on-
year, discouraged by low prices (domestic cotton prices have 
fallen by 29% as a consequence of the economic slowdown), 

diminished profit margins, financial difficulties, and high input 
costs, with fertiliser costs for example rising by almost 20% 
this year. Turkey is a major exporter of cotton fabric, largely to 
the European Union.

Uzbekistan
Cotton production in Uzbekistan is still largely done by manual 
labour – around two million people are annually engaged in the 
cotton harvest, although the systematic use of child and forced 
labour has ended, according to the ILO.37 In its latest estimates 
the USDA considers Uzbekistan’s 2020-21 output will be 3.35 
million bales, more than 7% lower, year-on-year.38  

In March this year the country’s president, Shavkat 
Mirziyoyev, signed a decree that eliminated cotton production 
quotas, ending a system that had existed since the 1920s; in 
so doing he helped to start ending the forced labour system 
and possibly overcoming the ‘Uzbek Cotton Pledge’ 39,  an 
international boycott of Uzbek-source cotton and textiles, 
to which more than 300 brands and retailers have signed 
up. This is a vital move for Uzbekistan as its cotton sector 
has been starved of foreign investment yet despite that still 
accounts for 15% of the country’s total exports – most of its 
cotton goes to non-signatories of the Pledge such as China 
and Russia.

Demand
The reverberations of the global economic recession on 
cotton-based apparel demand have been severe. The US 
is the world’s biggest importer of textiles and apparel and, 
according to ICAC, accounted for almost 16% of the total in 
2019. As of June this year the USA’s unemployment rate was 
11.1% according to its Bureau of Labor Statistics, with 17.8 
million people unemployed.40 

In the European Union the Commission forecast in May this 
year that the “unemployment rate is forecast to rise from 6.7% 
in 2019 to 9% in 2020 and then fall to around 8% in 2021”, 
while in the overall euro area it is forecast to rise from 7.5% in 
2019 to 9.5% in 2020, and declining to 8.5% in 2021.41  The 
ILO at the end of June published a report stating that 93% 
of the “world’s workers continue to reside in countries with 

some sort of workplace closure measure in place,”42 and that 
the equivalent of 155 million full-time jobs were lost in the first 
half of 2020, relative to the fourth quarter of 2019. With this 
global level of unemployment and consequent drop in income, 
demand for most goods and services – textiles and apparel 
being no exception – is bound to have been hit.

It is therefore no wonder that consumption of cotton fibres 
is projected to fall by 6.1% according to ICAC, which said 
that “this is without a doubt the worst downturn since the 
Great Depression and worse than the 2008/09 financial 
crisis.”43 The 2008/09 financial crisis saw the value of world 
textile and apparel exports fall by 14.2%, to $559.1 billion 
in 2009, but it quickly bounced back by 15% in 2010, to 
$643.9 billion.

34https://apps.fas.usda.gov/newgainapi/api/Report/DownloadReportByFileName?fileName=Cotton%20and%20Products%20Annual_Ankara_Turkey_04-01-2020
35https://apps.fas.usda.gov/psdonline/circulars/cotton.pdf
36http://www.lawsturkey.com/law/law-on-bio-safety-5977
37https://www.ilo.org/ipec/Informationresources/WCMS_735873/lang--en/index.htm
38https://apps.fas.usda.gov/psdonline/circulars/cotton.pdf
39https://www.sourcingnetwork.org/uzbek-cotton-pledge
40https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf
41https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_799
42https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/@dgreports/@dcomm/documents/briefingnote/wcms_749399.pdf
43The ICAC Recorder June 2020.
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2020-21 marketing year 
The biggest fear for the world’s cotton producers is that efforts 
to combat the Covid-19 virus result in yet more government-
imposed restrictions on movement and a consequent stalling of the 
economic recovery. Combined US and EU spending on apparel 
might fall by 45% this year.44 An estimate by McKinsey made in April 
said that the “average market capitalization of apparel, fashion, and 
luxury players dropped almost 40%” between the start of January 
and 24 March.45 Such a return of a Covd-19 global lockdown 
would disproportionately damage certain economies – the Indian 
textile industry for example directly employs 45 million people and 
another 60 million in allied sector, and accounts for around 15% 
of the country’s export earnings. Even a marginal decline in textile 
and apparel demand will severely impact India’s garment sector. 
According to the USDA’s “Cotton and Wool Outlook” published on 
14 July global cotton mill use, which fell in the August 2019-July 
2020 marketing year by 15% to 102.4 million bales (the lowest in 
16 years), is expected to recover by 11.7% to 114.3 million bales. 
This could prove optimistic – it is too early to tell whether a “second 
wave” of Covid-19 late this year will panic governments into further 
restraints on movement, denting economic growth.

The short-term global position for cotton as we stand on the 
verge of the 2020-21 cotton marketing year remains deeply 
uncertain. The USDA currently anticipates the world cotton 
production during 2020-21 to be 116.2 million bales, 5.5% 
lower year-on-year and the smallest crop in four years. The 
harvested area will be 33 million hectares (81.5 million acres), 
almost 6% lower than the previous year. It says that are declines 
“are generally attributable to lower cotton prices, which resulted 
from stock levels rising significantly in 2019-20”.46 

What might the longer-term future hold for cotton? The FAO 
in its joint report with the OECD, published in 2019 i.e. prior 
to Covid-19, estimated that world cotton production by 2028 
would reach more than 29 million tonnes and global exports by 
then would total 12 million tonnes.47 It may reach that level – but 
somewhat later than 2028. Kai Hughes of the ICAC says: “The 
quicker we can start creating an environment for demand, that will 
help the recovery. This year’s season is already in the ground in the 
northern hemisphere, so a lot of the planting was not adversely 
affected by Covid-19. It’s what happens next year.” ICAC’s Lorena 
Ruiz is positive about future cotton demand: “the programmes we 
have at the ICAC are trying to increase yields and have a better 
performance for producers – more sustainable but at a lower cost.” 
ICAC regards innovation as the key to cotton’s continued success, 

post-Covid, in a world where sustainability of land use has risen 
higher up the agenda. ICAC is encouraging farmers to find ways of 
using less fertiliser, less water. Kai Hughes again: “There are some 
really exciting innovations coming which I think could be game-
changers. One is growing a form of cotton that produces protein 
– one that humans can eat. Then there is coloured cotton, which 
would reduce the need for dyes and use fewer chemicals. The 
reason why we are seeing these kinds of innovation is competition 
– competition from synthetics.” Could we find ourselves one day 
sitting around a dinner table eating the same basic substance as 
we are wearing? It’s not an utterly absurd idea.

At Texas A&M University, scientists have developed a strain 
of genetically modified cotton – which the US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) – has approved for human consumption.48 
This edible cottonseed apparently tastes a little like chickpeas. 
Cottonseed is full of protein but toxic to most animals and all 
humans. Every pound of cotton fibre or lint comes with 1.6 pounds 
of cottonseeds. The genetic modification (GM) approved by the 
FDA removes gossypol, which helps fend off insect pests but is 
poisonous to humans.  Cottonseeds can be safely digested by 
cattle, and oil mills can remove the gossypol; this GM variant retains 
the gossypol in the leaves while eradicating it from the seeds. 
The Texas A&M plant biotechnologist leading this research, Keerti 
Rathore, has claimed: “There are approximately 10.8 trillion grams 
of protein locked up in the annual global output of cottonseed. This 
is enough to meet the basic protein requirements of over 500 million 
people at a rate of 50 grams of protein per person per day.”  Given 
the resistance to GM crops seen around the world this new strain of 
cotton made face headwinds; but the regulatory approval from the 
US Food and Drug Administration should help open doors.

Are the changes to peoples’ consumer sentiment, which 
McKinsey50  is (among others) tracking across 45 countries, and 
which are bleak for most product categories – not least apparel 
and furnishing – temporary or longer-lasting? In those end-uses lie 
the clues to the immediate future for cotton prices. As of today that 
looks to be one of healthy global supply amid weakly recovering, 
patchy and rapidly evolving end-user demand, with large global 
stocks at the end of the 2020-21 marketing year. The USDA puts 
global stocks at the beginning of the 2020-21 season at almost 
101 million 480-bale bales and stocks at the end of this season 
at 102 million bales.51 One experienced cotton analyst sees ICE 
futures trading for the immediate future between 55-65 cents per 
pound.52 It’s hard to disagree; get used to the ‘new normal’.

44https://www.fibre2fashion.com/industry-article/8728/indian-textile-apparel-industry-during-pandemic
45https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/retail/our%20insights/its%20time%20to%20rewire%20the%20fashion%20system%20state%20of%20fashion%20
coronavirus%20update/the-state-of-fashion-2020-coronavirus-update-final.pdf
46Meyer, Leslie A., Cotton and Wool Outlook, CWS-20g, U.S Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, July 14, 2020.
47http://www.agri-outlook.org/commodities/Cotton.pdf
48https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-science-cottonseed/u-s-regulators-allow-genetically-modified-cotton-as-human-food-source-idUKKBN1WQ2J1#:~:text=The%20Food%20and%20
Drug%20Administration’s,and%20all%20types%20of%20animals.&text=Ordinary%20cottonseed%20is%20unfit%20for,of%20gossypol%2C%20a%20toxic%20chemical.
49https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-science-cottonseed/u-s-regulators-allow-genetically-modified-cotton-as-human-food-source-idUKKBN1WQ2J1#:~:text=The%20Food%20and%20
Drug%20Administration’s,and%20all%20types%20of%20animals.&text=Ordinary%20cottonseed%20is%20unfit%20for,of%20gossypol%2C%20a%20toxic%20chemical.
50https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/a-global-view-of-how-consumer-behavior-is-changing-amid-covid-19
51https://www.usda.gov/oce/commodity/wasde/wasde0720.pdf
52https://cottonmarketing.tamu.edu/newcrop-fundamentals-outlook-and-caveats/
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FIND OUT MORE ABOUT AGRIMONEY AND 
BOOK YOUR FREE TRIAL AT 

MARKETING.AGRIMONEY.COM/TRIAL

Our analysts are independent and steeped in years of industry knowledge, 
with an enviable list of contacts, an innate understanding of the sector  
and a global view, giving you 3 key ways to impact your business:

1. Make the best decisions for your business
The impacts of key developments can make or break, and so it’s vital  
that you have the tools you need to quickly make the best decisions,  
or to verify your own research for your business, to their make the most  
of, or to minimise the effect of market factors.

2. Trade more intelligently
Choose where and when to trade across the commodities market, through 
using our unbiased and independent reporting, distilling what’s happening, 
to give you independent analysis of what’s happening in this global sector.

3. Give yourself the edge
React quickly to the ever-changing conditions throughout the industry,  
as they happen, with the the fastest, most accurate and unbiased source  
of news, pricing analysis and opinion, delving beyond the hype to find out 
what really matters.

What is Agrimoney?
We know that you can’t afford to miss out on critical market-moving  
news and analysis. Agrimoney is a subscription service giving you the 
news, analysis and commentary you need on the commodities and 
agribusiness sector.

How can Agrimoney help you?

AGRIMONEY IS NEWS AND ANALYSIS  
OF THE COMMODITY AND AGRIBUSINESS 

SECTOR THAT YOU CAN TRUST.
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